•Asymptotic Freedom.
• Short distance quark-quark interaction is feeble.
•perturbative QCD (pQCD).
Long Distance Interaction:
• • Quarks are strongly bound within Quarks are strongly bound within hadrons. hadrons.
•Color confinement (strong QCD).
• QCD calculations are complex.
•QCD-based models are often used. -Proton is not point-like; Elastic electron scattering (Nobel Prize: Hofstadter, 1961 ).
-Quarks and gluons/Partons are the constituents; Deep Inelastic electron Scattering (Nobel prize: Friedman, Kendall and Taylor, 1990) . The measurements allow us to test our understanding of The measurements allow us to test our understanding of hadronic structure by comparison to QCD hadronic structure by comparison to QCD--based predictions.
Theory celebrated recently
based predictions.
In the case of an infinitely massive target, the form factor is simply the Fourier transform of the charge distribution. In general, the elastic scattering cross section from an extended target is At infinite momentum, quarks are At infinite momentum, quarks are asymptotically free. asymptotically free.
-Equivalent to turning off the strong interaction.
-The hadron becomes a collection of free quarks with equal longitudinal momenta. 
•
• Data indicate onset of pQCD scaling at only
-Seems low, given that the argument is made for infinite momentum.
World proton data set, 1997. World proton data set, 1997. Electric contribution at few % level:
-F 2 difficult to measure.
-Systematic error issues.
Polarization transfer technique
• Technique developed at Novosibirsk.
• Requires an intense polarized electron beam and a measurement of the polarization of the recoil nucleon.
Simultaneous measurement of transverse and Simultaneous measurement of transverse and longitudinal polarization components provides an longitudinal polarization components provides an accurate measurement of the form factor ratio. accurate measurement of the form factor ratio.
(e,p) cross sections data agree well with global cross secton fit. 
Comparison of Polarization and Rosenbluth techniques
Likely culprit: 2-γ exchange impacts cross section data. scaling was "premature". scaling was "premature".
• The data instead show a remarkable scaling with Q, which was not anticipated.
• . • Can "kaon cloud" of the proton be used in the same way as the pion to extract kaon form factor via p(e,e'K + )Λ ?
! t-pole "extrapolation" is implicit, but one is only fitting data in physical region

Check of Pion Electroproduction Technique
• Kaon pole further from kinematically allowed region
• Can we demonstrate that the "pole" term dominates the reaction mechanism? • A trial Kaon FF extraction was attempted using a simple Chew-Low extrapolation technique
Better measurements of the K + form factor are planned.
Test
Extraction of K + Form Factor at JLab
"Chew-Low" type extraction Problematic L/T separation.
-Older data at larger Q 2
GeV 2 ) extracted F π from unseparated cross sections.
-Used extrapolation of
Analysis based on assumptions with systematic errors that are difficult to quantify. Easy to isolate Easy to isolate exclusive channel exclusive channel • Careful attention must be paid to spectrometer acceptance, kinematics, efficiencies, … Horn et al, PRL97, 192001,2006 
• JLab F π experiments used the VGL Regge model [Vanderhaeghen, Guidal, Laget, PRC 57, 1454 (1998 -Propagator replaced by Experimental check that other processes do not "contaminate"
is purely is purely isovector isovector. .
• 1235) contributions to the (1235) contributions to the t t--channel) will dilute the ratio. channel) will dilute the ratio.
"NEARLY FINAL" RESULTS:
Analysis performed by Dr. Cornel Butuceanu, a UofR postdoc stationed at JLab. • B-S equation is conventional formalism for relativistic bound states.
• D-S expansion in terms of dressed quark propagators, consistent w/ confinement.
• • Uses constraints posed by causality and analyticity to relate the timelike and spacelike domains of the pion form factor on the complex plane.
• 
Comparison with QCD-based Calculations
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The role of Soft and Hard QCD in F π HARD QCD:
• Pion distribution amplitude consistent to 1σ level with CLEO πγ transition data.
• Hard component is only slightly larger than that calculated with asymptotic DA in all considered schemes. SOFT QCD:
• Extra piece needed to describe data.
• Model-dependent.
• Estimated from local quark-hadron duality model. • The pion is "softer" than the old Cornell results indicated.
We plan to extend these measurements to shorter distance scales to discover the scale where valence quarks dominate pion's structure. 
